Physical education Equipment
Bottom-Lifting Practice Cage

Multi-Sport Practice Cages
Draper offers three models of Multi-Sport Practice Cages to match any
specification and to fit almost every building condition. All practice
cages fold electrically to storage position at the ceiling when not in
use and lower into playing position with the turn of a key switch. All
designs feature 15/8” OD galvanized steel tube frame and knotless nylon netting on four sides and top. Cage features two zippered corners
for easy access. Nylon netting is available in black or white and has 3/4”
openings to allow use for baseball, softball or even golf practice. Standard cage size is 10’ (w) x 12’ (h) x 70’ (l), but can be provided in custom
sizes when necessary. Netting is tall enough to allow sufficient length
to rest on the floor and prevent balls from going under.

Bottom-Lifting Practice Cage

Draper’s newest and most convenient practice cage design. Lifting cables pass through 2” wide frame suspension nylon belts; links
attached to the netting and terminate at steel weights. Cage automatically folds the netting to the frame then lifts tight to the storage
position. Just turn the key switch and watch the cage fold with no
manual operations required.

Center-Lifting Practice Cage

Center-Lifting Practice Cage
Traditional design with motor and drive shaft located at the center of
the cage. Frame and netting lifted with sling style cable arrangement.
Net manually folded to top of cage frame for storage.

Side-Lifting Practice Cage
This style of practice cage offers the smallest storage dimension. Design has the motor and drive shaft down one side and cable guide
pulleys down the other to allow it to lift the frame tight to the ceiling.
Netting is manually folded to top of cage frame for storage.

Dimensions, drawings and speciﬁcations available at:
www.draperinc.com/go/PhysicalEd.htm

Climbing Ropes
Draper offers climbing ropes in three different materials and a variety of ends, optional knots, rubber balls and accessories to improve muscle tone in the upper
arms and shoulders. Standard lengths of rope are 18’. Custom lengths and attachment clamps available.

Choose the material:

1. EZ Manila is 1½” rope twisted
from  strands of Grade A
manila.
2. EZ Rope looks and feels like
natural rope but is a synthetic
“unmanila” ﬁber. Even at 1½”,
it is two-thirds the weight and
is superior in strength to natural rope.
3. EZ Poly is 1½” polypro core
covered with a soft, durable
cotton-like polyester.
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Choose climbing aids:

Choose rope end style: Choose accessories:

Optional, specify quantity and 1. Whipped
desired location on rope
2. Polyboot
1. Woven knots spliced into
3. Leather seat on a turk knot
the rope for assistance and
rest areas.
2. Large tied knots used to form
platforms for climbing assistance.
3. Rubber balls available only on
EZ Manila and EZ Poly ropes.
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1. 502004 Tambourine clamps to
any position on the rope to limit
climbing distance.
2. 502005 Climbing Rope Hoist to
raise ropes to wall or ceiling after
use for easy storage.
3. 502003 Adjustable Beam Clamp
with EZ-link to attach ropes to
I-beams, bar joists and trusses.
4. 502014 Safety Cable attachment.
A backup safety device for all
ropes. Cable loops over ceiling.
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